Paint4Net: COBRA Toolbox extension for visualization of stoichiometric models of metabolism.
A visual analysis of reconstructions and large stoichiometric models with elastic change of the visualization scope and representation methods becomes increasingly important due to the rapidly growing size and number of available reconstructions. The Paint4Net is a novel COBRA Toolbox extension for automatic generation of a hypergraph layout of defined scope with the steady state rates of reaction fluxes of stoichiometric models. Directionalities and fluxes of reactions are constantly represented in the visualization while detailed information about reaction (ID, name and synonyms, and formula) and metabolite (ID, name and synonyms, and charged formula) appears placing the cursor on the item of interest. Additionally Paint4Net functionality can be used to: (1) get lists of involved metabolites and dead end metabolites of the visualized part of the network, (2) exclude (filter) particular metabolites from representation, (3) find isolated parts of a network and (4) find running cycles when all the substrates are cut down. Layout pictures can be saved in various formats and easily distributed. The Paint4Net is open source software under the GPL v3 license. Relevant documentation and sample data is available at http://www.biosystems.lv/paint4net. The Paint4Net works on MATLAB starting from version of 2009.